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Coming together is a Beginning;
Keeping together is  Progress;
Working together is Success.

- Edward Everette Hale



KINDERGARTEN
NURSERY

JR.KG & SR.KG

*Let’s go Foodie

*Creepy Crawly Creatures

*Inventions and Discoveries



NURSERY

THEME : LET’S GO FOODIE 

Fruits and vegetables, grains, and pulses come under 

the category of good food sources.People should 

develop good eating habits by consuming healthy foods 

and stay away from junk food.Vitamins are vital 

elements that keep our teeth and bones healthy and 

help us to fight against diseases.Thinking about a word 

food creates lot of imagination in our mind depending 

our taste of tongue. We know our earth is filled with 

varieties of food items and each one is special and 

unique.

Let food be thy medicine and medicine 

be thy food.-Hippocrates

https://www.brainyquote.com/authors/hippocrates-quotes


Intra Competition 

Clay Moulding Collage

        03. 02.2024

To explore the creative potential in the young 

minds of our children, an inter clay moulding 

competition was conducted on the theme “Lets 

go foodie”

The children showcased their creative skills by 

moulding clay like vegetables and fruits and 

the result was amazing art work.

This fun filled activity witnessed an 

enthusiastic participation by all students It  

develops coordination, fine motor skills, 

creativity and  improve eye-hand coordination





FIELD TRIP
Latha Super Market

        05.2.2023

Field trips offer a unique opportunity of  experiential learning 

to the children 

Children visited a food mart” Latha Super Market “ in 

Pallikarnai Children learnt to navigate  the supermarket,  

identifying various food items in the different food sections of 

the supermarket.  

Children have an overview of the organization of 

supermarkets and the distribution of food items. They 

interacted with the people and understood their respective 

work.. 



MOBILE

This activity helps the children to explore 
and express their emotions and gives a 
sense of achievement. Based  on the 
theme “ Lets Go Foodie” with the help of 
teachers  girls did apple and boys did 
carrot as mobile. They enjoyed  sticking 
eyes and seeds in it. It made the children 
more imaginative and also helped them to 
develop their  fine motor skills.

TOPIC- CARROT AND APPLE 

-                 7.2.2024



SPECIAL EVENT 
TOPIC : EAT HEALTHY DAY

             12. 2 2024

The main objective of having  “Eat Healthy Day”is to 
make the children understand the importance of eating 
different fruits and vegetables.Names and images of 
vegetables and fruits was shown to children during AV 
time. Children dressed up and enacted like vegetable 
shopkeeper, Milkman, Spinach seller,Grocery Man.. with 
the help of the teacher They made fruit salad.
 Activity: Children  took turns and  placed their hand in 
the mystery box and felt a vegetable/fruit and  guessed 
its name. Each child opened their eyes to know if their 
guess was right With the support of teachers children 
completed the take home activity  “Fruit basket “ 

EAT HEALTHY,STAY HEALTHY



DRAWING

TOPIC: DRAW A WATERMELON 

                13. 2.2024

Children drew “Oval shape watermelon .It 

helps them to know how to draw an oval 

and colour effectively. 

The drawing activity improves eye and 

hand coordination and fine motor skill.. 

 



SKILL DEVELOPMENT 

TOPIC: CRAWLING ON THE MAT UNDER THE TABLE

                          14.2.2024

Children enjoyed this game by playing with their 

friends by crawling on the mat and under the 

table.Children learnt and enjoy the meaning-of on, 

under. crawl .

 The gross motor activity  builds ankle-feet-eye 

coordination.



ACTIVITY

Children learnt the concept of “sweet and 
sour” . Children tasted sour things like 
gooseberry,strawberry,lemon,tamarind  and 
sweet things like sugar ,jaggery, chocolates,  
Children could  identify which is sweet and  
sour  by tasting it.This enhances 
concentration and awareness  of  taste buds 
sour and sweet .

TOPIC : SWEET AND SOUR

        - 20.2.2024



PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT  

TOPIC : HEALTHY HABITS

 ( what is difference between sneeze and cough)-

                           21.2 .2024

This activity helps the children to learn about 

the importance of healthy habits.During AV 

sessions they learnt the different between sneeze 

and cough.

Children learn sneezing or coughing without 

covering one's mouth spreads germs and illness.

By this activity children get the opportunity to 

to differentiate between sneeze and cough 



GROUP ACTIVITY

TOPIC : FOOD PYRAMID

                   26.2.2024

Based the theme” lets go Foodie” children 
did the group activity on Food pyramid. They 
enjoyed coloring the items on the pyramid.
This Group activity for kids gives them the 
opportunity to learn how to communicate 
with their peers in a team.
 Children develop the important life skills 
like problem solving, listening relationship 
and creative thinking, nurturing team work 
skills also helps higher level of self-
confidence



KINDERGARTEN
JR.KG-A,B C

Creepy crawly Creatures



JR.KG

THEME-CREEPY CRAWLY CREATURES

Creepy Crawlies are everywhere! 
Slugs and snails, beetles and bees, worms 
and woodlice, flat worms and flies, 
grasshoppers and green fly – these tiny 
creatures all have a vital role to play in the 
environment. Jr Kg children learnt the 
features of various creepy Crawlies 



Healthy competitions inspire kids to do their best. 
Children become more inquisitive, research 
independently, and learn to work with others. In Intra 
competition children participated in wastepaper 
collage making. Children pasted waste papers on a 
butterfly outline. 

This activity helped the children in creativity, focus, 
motor skills and helped them understand the concept 
of best out of waste besides having fun.

                          JR.KG - A

   

Intra Competition

  Wastepaper Collage 

                                  03.02.2024



JR KG B



JR KG C



INTRA 

COMPETITION 

WINNERS 

JR KG A

JR KG B

JR KG C



          GROUP ACTIVITY
           TOPIC - INSECTS THAT CAN FLY 

                          05.02.2024

JR.KG - A

Group activity helps improve social skills, 
promote self-esteem, develop teamwork, and 
enhance sharing quality. 
In group activity children did fingerprint 
using different colour on insects that can fly 
like Butterfly, Housefly, Dragon fly and 
Ladybug. This activity helped the children to 
understand about flying insects.



JR KG B
     TOPIC: INSECTS AND THEIR ABODES

  Insects are one of the most diverse groups of 
animals on earth, with over a million known 
species, and they play important role in various 
eco systems. Children can easily identify the 
abodes of bee, spider, ants in this group activity 
They sprinkled the crayon cravings all over it and 
enjoyed.



JR KG C

              Topic: insects and its uses

 Insects pollinate many of our fruits , 

flowers, and vegetables. We enjoy the 

services of insects not to mention honey , 

bee wax, silk, and other useful products. 

Children stuck bits of colored paper on the 

insects as a group activity.



DRAWING 

           TOPIC – SNAIL 

                                     06.02.2024

                       JR.KG - A

Drawing is an important medium in child art 
therapy. Drawing allows children to express 
themselves and communicate with others. 
Children drew a Snail using different shapes 
like Circle, Spiral and Slanting line. This 
activity helps with creativity and fine motor 
skills.



JR KG B



JR KG C



Arts and crafts can provide a number of 
developmental benefits for children like 
problem solving skills, teamwork and 
communication skills. In mobile activity 
children made Ant and ladybug using color 
papers. This activity helped in knowing about 
the insects’ features and helps in creativity 
and focus.

MOBILE 
              TOPIC – ANT AND LADYBUG 

                         06.02.2024

JR.KG - A



JR KG B



JR KG C



FIELD TRIP 
 VENUE - SNAKE PART 

                      07.02.2024

JR.KG-A

Field trips provide children the opportunity to 
experience more hands-on learning, it also provides 
alternative educational opportunities for children. 
Children visited Snake Park on field trip day. 
Children enjoyed watching different types of 
snakes, turtles and crocodiles. Children understood 
about the different varieties of Creepy Crawly 
Creatures.



JR KG B



JR KG C



SPECIAL EVENT
 TOPIC – BUSY BEE DAY

13.02.2024

JR.KG-A

In special event children celebrated Busy Bee 
Day. Children learnt about the importance of 
bees and how they collect and store honey. 
Children performed a Bee dance and sang a 
group rhyme about bees. Children also 
enjoyed watching and listening to a story “The 
Bee and the Elephant”. The story was 
narrated using puppets. Children also went for 
a Save the Bees Parade. 



JR KG B



JR KG C



Arts and crafts provide a fun and interactive way 
for children to practice things like fine motor 
skills and their problem-solving capabilities. In 
scrap book children made a Caterpillar using color 
papers and stuck on a leaf cutout. This activity 
helped the children to enhance creativity and fine 
motor skills

                               SCRAP 
             TOPIC – CATERPILLER ON LEAF

                              13.02.2024

JR.KG-A



JR KG B



JR KG C



                        JR.KG-A

BUNNY EVENT
                TOPIC – PEG THE LEAF

                         14.02.2024

Bunny events help children to enhance their social 
skills, confidence, and motor skills. In bunny event 
children did Pegging activity. They pegged a leaf on 
a thread. This helped the children to improve their 
fine motor skills.



JR KG B



JR KG C



            SKILL DEVELOPMENT
TOPIC – EMOTIONAL CHARADE & ANIMAL WALK

                                                                            1      

15.02.2024 &  22.02.2024

JR.KG-A

In Skill development session children learnt about 
different emotions like Happy, Sad, Worried, 
Confused, Angry and Surprised emoji. Children 
showed different emoji on their faces, and they also 
identified the emotions. They also enacted the 
movement of different animals like Lion, Elephant, 
Giraffe, rabbit, and crocodile. This activity helps in 
improving Gross motor skills and understand different 
emotions.



JR KG B



JR KG C



In the Personality development session children 
learnt about different steps to keep their eyes 
healthy. They learnt how cutting screen time, 
eating healthy, drinking enough water, taking good 
rest and doing eye exercises keep their eyes 
healthy. They also did a eyecare walk wearing 
goggles, hat, and with a fruit and water bottle in 
hand. This helped children to know the importance 
of eyecare.

PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT 
                         TOPIC – EYECARE 

                           16.02.2024

JR.KG-A



JR KG B



JR KG C



NO PLASTIC
           TOPIC - HOW TO AVOID PASTICS FROM 

                       REACHING OCEAN 

                               23.02.2024

JR.KG-A

In No plastic session children learnt about 
the 5 R’s and they also learnt how to avoid 
plastic wastes from reaching the ocean. 
They listened to the story “Agwe the 
Turtle”. This story helped them to know 
how plastic wastes affects the water 
animals. 



JR KG B



JR KG C



            GROUP CLASS
        TOPIC – FRONT & BACK CONCEPT 

                              28.02.2024

Group class encourages interest, enhances 
teamwork, cultivates social skills, and 
enhances learning in children.
Front and back flash card were kept it on 
the table children kept the toy according to 
the flash card instructed by the teacher. 
Children did it with all fun.



JR KG B



JR KG C



KINDERGARTEN
SR.KG-A & B

Inventions & Discoveries



SR.KG

THEME- Discoveries and Inventions

A discovery is recognizing something that 
already exists for the first time, that 
nobody has found before. An invention is 
creating something totally new with one's 
own ideas and development. An invention 
is creating something totally new with 
one's own ideas and development. The 
children learnt about the things discovered 
and later how invention ruled the 
universe. 



Intra Competition
TOPIC - WORD WHIZZ

Word Whizz competition, 100 words were given 

to the children, out of which 15 words were given 

to the children for intra competition. The marks 

were assigned for correct spelling, clarity of the 

word and reading. The children attended with full 

confidence. This session develops the memory 

power of the child and also gives them word 

clarity.

SR KG A



SR.KG B



SR.KG A

SKILL DEVELOPMENT
                  TOPIC - SPIN A STORY

The children were given soft toys of 
animals like tortoise and rabbit to spin a 
story with them. Children build a story 
with complete sentences. Other children 
enjoyed listening to the story. This session 
develops their vocabulary, story sequence 
,beginning and end of a story and 
confidence,



SR.KG B



SR.KG A

ART AND CRAFT
    TOPIC – MOBILES (Aeroplane and Telephone)

Based on the topic a telephone and 
aeroplane was made by the children. The 
invention and the inventors of telephone 
and aeroplane were explained to the 
children. The children completed the craft 
effectively.Arts and crafts encourage 

children to explore their creativity and 
imagination.

 



SR.KG B



SR.KG A

FIELD TRIP
              PLACE – BIRLA PLANETARIUM

Birla Planetarium is considered in the 
modern world as on indoor Universe. The children 
were taken to Birla Planetarium for field trip. The 
children enjoyed seeing models of GSLV rocket, 
the engine and they also enjoyed watching the 
solar system roof show and also 3D show. The 
children enjoyed the field trip.



SR.KG B



SR.KG A

SPECIAL EVENT
              TOPIC – EXPLORERS DAY

Based on the theme the explorers days was conducted. 

The children performed a dance  about the joy of 

exploring and discovering  new things. A dance 

performance by SR KG A about solar system and space 

exploration. A child enacted as Thomas Alva Edison, he 

demonstrated the lighting of a bulb. The story of fire 

was enacted by teachers. The session was every 

informative for the children. Craft clock was given as a 

take home for the kids.



SR.KG B



SR.KG A

BUNNY PROGRAM
                    TOPIC – Peg the leaves 

Based on the bunny theme the children were 

to do the bunny salute, The activity of the 

children was to peg the leaf on the string. The 

children did it with enthusiasm. This activity 

develop the fine motor skill. 



SR.KG B



SR.KG A

ART AND CRAFT
                TOPIC – Drawing (Bicycle)

Based on the theme and the concept  of wheel the 
image of the bicycle was drawn by the children in the 
drawing book.  This was done according to the 
instruction of the teacher. The children were able to 
follow the instructions and drew the bicycle with full 
interest and focus .



SR.KG B



SR.KG A

ART AND CRAFT
           SCRAP BOOK – STAGES OF WHEEL

Based on the theme, the stages of wheels were 
explained to the kids.  As per the instruction 
the children stuck the wheels pattern in the 
scrap book. The activity made them to recap the 
story of wheel. 



SR.KG B



SR.KG A

PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
           TOPIC – HOW TO BE HELPFUL AT HOME

The children were given instruction how to be 
helpful at home to their parents. The parents 
mailed few photos of their child helping them in 
cleaning the house, washing the car, making 
chappaties, washing the vessels etc. the parents 
felt more pleased and happy to see their kids 
helping them. . 



SR.KG B



SR.KG A

GENERAL CLASS  
   TOPIC – Discoveries and Inventions

Based on the theme Discoveries and 
Invention, the children were asked to 
identify the discoveries of early man 
and they also identified the inventions 
and the inventors .



SR.KG B



SPECIAL
EVENTS



GRADUATION
CEREMONY
GRADE 12



The Graduation Day of San Academy Kamakoti Nagar 

for the academic year 2023-2024 marked a significant 

milestone for the second batch of Class XII graduates. 

The event, held on the 3rd of February 2024 in the 

school Auditorium, was a culmination of years of hard 

work, dedication, and growth.

The Graduation ceremony commenced with an 

academic procession, led by distinguished guests 

including Chief Guest- Dr. Surya Murugesh and 

Special Guest - Dr. Mohan, accompanied by the school 

Principal. The atmosphere was charged with 

excitement and nostalgia as students, teachers, and 

families gathered to celebrate the achievements of the 

graduating class.

Dr. Surya Murugesh, the Chief Guest, delivered a 

poignant address, emphasizing the importance of 

continuous learning and dedication in shaping 

responsible citizens. He urged the graduates to 

cultivate wisdom and make wise choices for a 

prosperous future. Dr. Mohan, the Special Guest, 

echoed similar sentiments, encouraging students to 

pursue their passions and make informed career 

choices.



The highlight of the ceremony was the presentation 

of course completion certificates and special awards 

to the graduates, who were called out by their 

respective departments. Mrs. Ganga Natarajan, the 

Principal, delivered a heartfelt message, advising 

students to embrace life's journey with courage and 

integrity.

Student speakers, including Miss. Archisa, Master. 

Adhitya, Miss Harinee, and Master Rohan Dinesh, 

shared their reflections on the school's impact on 

their personal and academic growth. Their speeches 

resonated with gratitude and optimism for the 

future.

The evening concluded with the traditional student 

pledge and candle-lighting ceremony, symbolizing 

the transition from school life to the broader world 

beyond. As the National Anthem played, emotions 

ran high, with students expressing gratitude for the 

values instilled during their time at San Academy 

Kamakoti Nagar.

In the end, with tears of both joy and sadness, the 

outgoing Class XII students bid farewell to their 

alma mater, carrying with them cherished memories 

and a sense of purpose as they embarked on the next 

chapter of their lives.















KARATE AND 
SILAMBAM 
GRADING

CEREMONY











CAREER
GUIDANCE
PROGRAM



San Academy organized a Career Guidance 

Program for Class 10  & 12( 2024-25) Batch 

students on the topic  “Why Study Abroad” 

which was conducted by Dr.Mohan, CEO, 

NISAT Study Overseas. He elaborated about 

Studying abroad isn't just about earning a 

degree—it's about immersing oneself in a new 

culture, gaining valuable global perspectives, 

and expanding our horizons like never before. 

Imagine walking the historic streets of a 

European city, conducting research alongside 

leading experts, or interning at a cutting edge 

company in Asia. These experiences not only 

enhance our academic credentials but also 

develop our personal and professional skills in 

ways we never thought possible.











FIELD TRIPS
CLASS 1 TO 5 

CLASS 10



CLASS 10









CLASS 1

CHETPET PARK 







CLASS 2









CLASS 3











CLASS 4









CLASS 5









EVS 
CULMINATING 

ACTIVITY



EVS culminating activity at San Academy Kamakoti 
Nagar“Education is the kindling of a flame, not the filling of a 
vessel.”– SocratesWe at San Academy Kamakoti Nagar believe 
that sustainability activities for the classroom can be 
incorporated right into our educational activities to help 
students grow.  To enhance the understanding of concepts of 
EVS, we include various fixtures like quiz, riddles, discussion, 
songs, role play, etc., into our culminating activity which help 
in the holistic development of the individual kids. We maintain 
that school is a place which provides quality education to the 
children and also furnish an opportunity to learn new things in 
many ways, which in turn helps them nurture their interests.  
We recognize that each student prefers different learning 
style, techniques and approaches. Some are visual learners, 
whereas some learn effectively through listening and following 
instructions, some through experiments, games and so on. 
Everyone has a mix of learning styles. We have not only 
adopted different ways of imparting knowledge but also 
provide the platform and opportunity to the children to 
synthesize the knowledge and strengthen experience gained 
throughout their learning process by displaying their 
understanding of the subject. 5 E’s Engage, Explore, Explain, 
Elaborate (Expand), and Evaluate were utilized in their 
presentation making the EVS culmination activity a very 
captivating one. The activity was held for classes 1 and 2 on 
February 12 and 13.













THEMATIC 

ASSEMBLIES

CLASS 1  AND  2



WORLD PULSES DAY 

World Pulses Day is celebrated every year to create 

awareness about the significance of pulses and how it can 

help in body functions. Every year, World Pulses Day is 

observed on February 10. In 2013, the United Nations 

General Assembly adopted the resolution to observe 2016 

as the International Year of Pulses. The first 

International Year of Pulses celebrations was led by The 

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 

and the event was able to create public awareness about 

the significance and health benefits of pulses. In 2018, 

February 10 was declared as World Pulses Day by the 

United Nations General Assembly. Since then, the day 

has been observed every year.



CLASS 1A



CLASS 1A



WORLD RADIO DAY 

Join in the worldwide events for World Radio Day 

on February 13 and find out how radio is still 

changing lives across the globe. World Radio Day 

was first proposed by Spain in September 2010. 

With backing from broadcasting associations 

around the world, it was unanimously accepted by 

the UNESCO Member States in November 2011. 

The cool thing about radio is it’s still relevant and 

important in our daily lives. During those long 

drives for vacation or maybe to work, the radio is 

still with us, keeping us singing and keeping us 

informed. It’s like a great friend and neighbor, one 

who’s always there and never lets you down —

except radio will never borrow your weed whacker 

and forget to return it.



CLASS 2 A



CLASS 2 A



CLASS 2 A



INTERNATIONAL MOTHER LANGUAGE DAY

International Mother Language Day is a 

worldwide annual observance held on 21 February 

to promote awareness of linguistic and cultural 

diversity and to promote multilingualism. First 

announced by UNESCO on 17 November 1999, it 

was formally recognized by the United Nations 

General Assembly with the adoption of UN 

resolution 56/262 in 2002. Mother Language Day is 

part of a broader initiative "to promote the 

preservation and protection of all languages used by 

peoples of the world" as adopted by the UN General 

Assembly on 16 May 2007.



CLASS 1 B



CLASS 1 B



NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY 

National Science Day is celebrated in India on 

February 28 each year to mark the discovery of 

the Raman effect by Indian physicist Sir C. V. 

Raman on 28 February 1928. On the occasion of 

national science day includes many activities like 

conducting events in schools on this day. National 

Science Day is celebrated to spread a message about 

the importance of science used in the daily life of the 

people. To display all the activities, efforts and 

achievements in the field of science for human 

welfare. It is celebrated to discuss all the issues and 

implement new technologies for the development in 

the field of science. To give an opportunity to the 

scientific minded citizens in India. To encourage the 

people as well as popularize science and technology.



CLASS 2 B



CLASS 2 B



THEMATIC 

ASSEMBLIES

CLASS 3 TO 5



WORLD CANCER DAY

World Cancer Day is an international day marked 

on 4 February to raise awareness of cancer and to 

encourage its prevention, detection, and treatment. 

World Cancer Day is led by the Union for 

International Cancer Control (UICC) to support the 

goals of the World Cancer Declaration, written in 

2008. The primary goal of World Cancer Day is to 

significantly reduce illness and death caused by 

cancer and is an opportunity to rally the 

international community to end the injustice of 

preventable suffering from cancer. The day is 

observed by the United Nations. 



CLASS 4 E



CLASS 4 E



CLASS 4 E



NATIONAL DEWORMING DAY

National Deworming Day was established in 

February 2015 by the Ministry of Health and 

Family Welfare. This day is to be observed in 277 

districts across 11 states and Union Territories of 

India. The initiative is dedicated to deworming 

children. In 2016, this initiative was expanded to all 

districts across the nation. Since then, the day is 

also observed twice a year, on February 10 as well 

as August 10. All government and government-

aided schools and anganwadi facilities are involved 

in the deworming programme. The National 

Deworming Day is followed by what is known as a 

Mop-up Day on February 15.



CLASS 5 A



INTERNATIONAL MOTHER LANGUAGE DAY

International Mother Language Day is a 

worldwide annual observance held on 21 February 

to promote awareness of linguistic and cultural 

diversity and to promote multilingualism. First 

announced by UNESCO on 17 November 1999, it 

was formally recognized by the United Nations 

General Assembly with the adoption of UN 

resolution 56/262 in 2002. Mother Language Day is 

part of a broader initiative "to promote the 

preservation and protection of all languages used by 

peoples of the world" as adopted by the UN General 

Assembly on 16 May 2007.



CLASS 5 B



CLASS 5 B



CLASS 5 B



WORLD SCOUT DAY

World Scout Day is celebrated every year on 22 

February to commemorate the birth anniversary of 

the founder of the scouting movement Lord Robert 

Baden-Powell. On this day, scouts and guides of the 

world join together to celebrate this day. Various 

activities are planned for school students also so 

they can learn about the scout and guides. 22 

February 2024 is dedicated to celebrating the 

shared values, achievements and commitments 

towards the ideal of scouting. 



CLASS 5 C



CLASS 5 C



CLASS 5 C



THEMATIC 

ASSEMBLIES

CLASS 6 TO 8



WORLD CANCER DAY

World Cancer Day is an international day marked 

on 4 February to raise awareness of cancer and to 

encourage its prevention, detection, and treatment. 

World Cancer Day is led by the Union for 

International Cancer Control (UICC) to support the 

goals of the World Cancer Declaration, written in 

2008. The primary goal of World Cancer Day is to 

significantly reduce illness and death caused by 

cancer and is an opportunity to rally the 

international community to end the injustice of 

preventable suffering from cancer. The day is 

observed by the United Nations. 



CLASS 7 C



NATIONAL DEWORMING DAY

National Deworming Day was established in 

February 2015 by the Ministry of Health and 

Family Welfare. This day is to be observed in 277 

districts across 11 states and Union Territories of 

India. The initiative is dedicated to deworming 

children. In 2016, this initiative was expanded to all 

districts across the nation. Since then, the day is 

also observed twice a year, on February 10 as well 

as August 10. All government and government-

aided schools and anganwadi facilities are involved 

in the deworming programme. The National 

Deworming Day is followed by what is known as a 

Mop-up Day on February 15.



CLASS 8 A



WORLD DAY OF SOCIAL JUSTICE

World Day of Social Justice (Social Justice Equality 

Day) is an international day recognizing the need to 

promote social justice, which includes efforts to 

tackle issues such as poverty, exclusion, gender 

inequality, unemployment, human rights, and social 

protections. The World Day of Social Justice is 

observed annually on February 20th. This day serves 

as a reminder that social justice is essential for global 

peace, security, and development.



CLASS 8 B



CLASS 8 B



THEMATIC 

ASSEMBLIES

CLASS X AND XII

 (2024-25 BATCH)



SAFER INTERNET DAY

CLASS 12A & B



CLASS 12A & B



WORLD NGO DAY

CLASS 10 A



CLASS 10 A





CLASS 1 & 2

• Jute craft
• COMMUNITY SIGN
• LEARNING EMERGENCY 

NUMBER
• Warli art
• DRAW A WORD ON MY 

BACK
• TOTAL RECALL









CLASS 3 TO 5

• Communication 
skill development

• RUBIK CUBE AND 
• BLOCK    PRINTING







CLASS 6 TO 8

•  BAKING 

•  ROBOTICS





INTRA 

COMPETITIONS



TOPIC: WRITING AND PICTURE 

                IDENTIFICATION QUIZ

CLASS I A

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE   -    MANJUSREE

2.  SECOND PLACE  -  AKSHADHA

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   ANANYA





TOPIC: WRITING AND PICTURE 

                IDENTIFICATION QUIZ

CLASS I B

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE   -    MOHAMMED REHAAN

2.  SECOND PLACE  -  TAHIR KHAN

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   KRISHIV .J.B





TOPIC: WRITING AND PICTURE 

                IDENTIFICATION QUIZ

CLASS I C

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE   -    AAHANA JANCIAA. A

2.  SECOND PLACE  -  JAYAADITHYA. P

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   ARSHIYA. M





TOPIC: WRITING AND PICTURE 

                IDENTIFICATION QUIZ

CLASS II A

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE   -    GUHAN

2.  SECOND PLACE  -  SAMRUDHI PRABHA

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   PRAHANNA





TOPIC: WRITING AND PICTURE 

                IDENTIFICATION QUIZ

CLASS II B

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE   -    MAYUMI

2.  SECOND PLACE  -  ADVAITH ISHAAN

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   ROHITH S





TOPIC: WRITING AND PICTURE 

                IDENTIFICATION QUIZ

CLASS II C

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE   -    NIKILESWAR

2.  SECOND PLACE  -  GADDIEL YAGIL A

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   PRAGYA R





TOPIC: WRITING AND PICTURE 

                IDENTIFICATION QUIZ

CLASS II D

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE   -    ASAD HODA

2.  SECOND PLACE  -  ARUMUGH SHIAAM.S

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   DEVANANDHA SHIJEN





TOPIC: WRITING QUIZ CONTEST OF 

                  TRADITIONAL DANCE ART MUSIC.

CLASS III A

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE   -    SAATHVIK RAM S

2.  SECOND PLACE  -  SANJITH D

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   YUGANTHIKAA





TOPIC: WRITING QUIZ CONTEST OF 

                  TRADITIONAL DANCE ART MUSIC.

CLASS III B

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE   -    ABINESH

2.  SECOND PLACE  -  SAJHIV

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   JENISHA





TOPIC: WRITING QUIZ CONTEST OF 

                  TRADITIONAL DANCE ART MUSIC.

CLASS III C

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE   -    SRISANJANA

2.  SECOND PLACE  -  HARPITA

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   JEYASHREE





TOPIC: WRITING QUIZ CONTEST OF 

                  TRADITIONAL DANCE ART MUSIC.

CLASS III D

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE   -    HARITHA SHREE

2.  SECOND PLACE  -  REINO ADEN.P

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   SAI DEEKSHA





TOPIC: WRITING QUIZ CONTEST OF 

                  TRADITIONAL DANCE ART MUSIC.

CLASS III E

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE   - KEERTHANYA LOGANATHAN

2.  SECOND PLACE  -  PRANESH S

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   PRANEETH KUMAR 





TOPIC: WRITING QUIZ CONTEST

CLASS IV A

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE   - NIMALAN PRAKASAM

2.  SECOND PLACE  -  JANANI B.S

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   AKSHITA.S





TOPIC: WRITING QUIZ CONTEST

CLASS IV B

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE  - SAI PRANAV .J

2.  SECOND PLACE  - AADHITHYA SHIVAKUMAR

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   ANTO JESWIN





TOPIC: WRITING QUIZ CONTEST

CLASS IV C

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE  - SANJAY .D

2.  SECOND PLACE  - YAZHINI .S

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   U. SAI SANJEEV





TOPIC: WRITING QUIZ CONTEST

CLASS IV D

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE  - ADVIK P

2.  SECOND PLACE  - PRAKRITI MADHAVAN 

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   JIVIN KARTHIKEYAN 





TOPIC: WRITING QUIZ CONTEST

CLASS IV E

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE  - AKHIL

2.  SECOND PLACE  - ANIRUDH

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   JEEVANI





TOPIC: QUIZ CONTEST

CLASS V A

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE  - SHYAM CHARAN P

2.  SECOND PLACE  - PRAGATHI B

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   SAVITHAA A





TOPIC: QUIZ CONTEST

CLASS V B

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE  - KANISHKA 

2.  SECOND PLACE  - NIDHI PANDEY 

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   RIDHI PANDEY 





TOPIC: QUIZ CONTEST

CLASS V C

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE  - SAI RITHISH

2.  SECOND PLACE  - K. LAKSHANYA

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   K. JHANVI





TOPIC: QUIZ CONTEST

CLASS V D

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE  - PRITHIV. V

2.  SECOND PLACE  - ANANYA R.N

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   LAKSHMISHREE





TOPIC: RECIPE WRITING

CLASS VI A

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE  - KRITHIKA.B

2.  SECOND PLACE  - DHANUSH .M

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   VINODHAA.V.M





TOPIC: RECIPE WRITING

CLASS VI B

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE  - MITHUN.S

2.  SECOND PLACE  - TANSHIKA.S

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   RISHETA .R





TOPIC: RECIPE WRITING

CLASS VI C

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE  - ADITI SRINIVASAN 

2.  SECOND PLACE  - ARIGELA BINDU HASINI

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   AADHIRA S





TOPIC: BROCHURE MAKING

CLASS VII A

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE  - HANNAH RECHAL

2.  SECOND PLACE  - SHRUTI

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   ANINDITHA





TOPIC: BROCHURE MAKING

CLASS VII B

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE  - ARSHAD SHAIK

2.  SECOND PLACE  - SHREYANVI DEVULAPALLI

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   HANSIKA D





TOPIC: BROCHURE MAKING

CLASS VII C

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE  - POOJA J

2.  SECOND PLACE  - ROSHNA PARVIN

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   RAKSHITHA M





TOPIC: BROCHURE MAKING

CLASS VIII A

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE  - RAGHNALL CHRISTEN

2.  SECOND PLACE  - S.SANDHYA

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   AVANTHIKA RAJEEV





TOPIC: BROCHURE MAKING

CLASS VIII B

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE  - AKSHAYA. B

2.  SECOND PLACE  - ANGELINE ROSELYN

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   DIVYESH





TOPIC: POETRY WRITING

CLASS X A

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE  - ANINDHITHA.S

2.  SECOND PLACE  - SRIYA SREEJAY

3.  THIRD PLACE   -   KOWAN KOWSIKAN





TOPIC: POETRY WRITING

CLASS X B

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE  -   SHAKTHIVEL S

2.  SECOND PLACE  - ANANYA S

3.  THIRD PLACE   -  MEENAKSHI SUNDARI 





TOPIC: POETRY WRITING

CLASS X C

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE  -  AFRAH .M

2.  SECOND PLACE  - SAMYUKTHA . V

3.  THIRD PLACE   - KARTHICK SIVAKUMAR





TOPIC: POETRY WRITING

CLASS X D

INTRA RESULTS:

1.  FIRST PLACE  - SANCIA

2.  SECOND PLACE  - TAMIZH

3.  THIRD PLACE   - HAASIKA





STARS 
OF THE MONTH



Congratulations to Sanjiith from Class III D ,San 

Academy Kamakoti nagar for securing first place in  

Foundation Level 1 SIP Abacus Competition.

Hearty Congratulations !!



Congratulations to Sanaa Tazmeen from Class VII B 

,San Academy Kamakoti nagar for her mismerizing 

art work from her magical hands.

Hearty Congratulations !!



THANK YOU
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